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ABSTRACT
Cloud has emerged as a new computing paradigm that promises to move into computing-as-utility era. Desktop
Cloud is a new type of Cloud computing introduced to further achieve this ambition with an aim to reduce costs.
It merges two computing models: Cloud computing and volunteer computing. The aim of Desktop Cloud is to
provide Cloud services out of infrastructure that is not made for this purpose, like PCs and laptops. Such
computing resources lead to a high level of volatility as a result of the fact that they can leave without prior
knowledge. This paper studies the impact of node failures using evaluation metrics based on real data collected
from public archive to simulate failure events in the infrastructure of a Desktop Cloud. The contribution of this
paper is: (i) analysing the failure events, (ii) proposing metrics to evaluate Desktop Clouds, and (iii) evaluating
several VM allocation mechanisms in the presence of node failures.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Desktop Clouds represent a new direction of providing
Cloud services based on non-dedicated resources. The
resources can be any form of computing devices such as
PCs, laptops, etc. The new direction attempts to combine
two computing models, namely Cloud computing and
Volunteer computing, in order to form a Cloud that
provides services for less or no cost, to the consumer.
Throughout this paper, Traditional Cloud refers to a
Cloud that relies on dedicated resources to provide
services, whereas Desktop Cloud refers to a Cloud that
relies on non-dedicated resources [1]. Amazon Cloud,
for instance, is a Traditional Cloud.
Desktop Clouds are built on top of computing
resources that are prone to failure at any time without
prior knowledge. Such volatile infrastructure can have
15

negative impact upon the running and output of Desktop
Clouds. The contribution of this paper is threefold.
Firstly, the paper introduces Desktop Cloud systems as
being a new type of Cloud computing, and compares it
with related systems, Traditional Clouds and Desktop
Grids, in order to clarify Desktop Clouds further.
Secondly, the work proposes three metrics that can be
used to evaluate VM mechanisms employed by Cloud
middleware platform. Finally, the paper simulates a
Desktop Cloud using empirical data of node failures
collected online from SETI@home system. The impact
of node failures on Desktop Clouds are evaluated using
the proposed metrics.
The remaining of this paper is organised as follows.
First, the paper discusses Desktop Cloud computing
model by comparing it with related systems. Several
research challenges in Desktop Clouds are discussed. A
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further attention is given to the failure node issue in
Desktop Cloud. Node failures are analysed using
empirical data collected from public archive which
provides log files of SETI@home system. Several VM
allocation mechanisms are experimentally evaluated in
the presence of node failures. Section 4 reports and
discusses results of the experiments. Finally, the paper
concludes with our insights in the future direction of
research in Desktop Clouds.

Users

Security

Service layer

2 DESKTOP CLOUDS

Virtual Layer
Physical layer

The success of Desktop Grids motivates the idea of
using idle resources to build Desktop Clouds. Note that
the term Desktop is taken from Desktop Grids because
the infrastructure of both of Desktop Clouds and
Desktop Grids are made of Desktop PCs and laptops,
etc. Similarly, the term Cloud comes from Cloud
computing since the services in Desktop Clouds is
provided on the Cloud business basis. There are several
synonyms for Desktop Cloud used on the literature, such
as Ad-hoc Cloud [2], Volunteer Cloud [3], Community
Cloud [4] and Non-Dedicated Cloud [5].
Ad-hoc Cloud is the idea of harvesting distributed
resources within an organisation to form a Cloud [2].
Nebula [6][7] is a project aiming to exploit distributed
resources in order to create a volunteer Cloud which
offers services free of charge. Cloud@home [8][9] is a
project representing the @home philosophy in Cloud
computing. The goal of Cloud@home is to form a new
model of Cloud computing contributed by individual
users over the Internet. In addition to that, Cern (the
European Organization for Nuclear Research) [10] has
announced an initiative to move their Desktop Grid
project, which is called LHC@home, toward the Cloud.
It is suggested that non-dedicated resources can be
exploited by Cloud providers in case their local
infrastructure cannot meet requests by consumers at
peak times [5].
An overview of the architecture of Desktop Clouds
is depicted in Figure 1. The architecture is consisted of
several layers. The users contact the service layer in
order to submit their demands. The physical layer is
responsible of managing physical nodes that are
aggregated in the resource layer. The virtual layer plays
a curtail role in terms of isolating client requests from
the physical nodes via virtualisation. Users are assigned
virtual machines that are located in physical machines.
Physical machines can be connected by LAN or WLAN.
As a scenario of building a private Cloud, a group of
universities wishes to benefit from its computing

Resource
Layer

Figure 1: Architecture of Desktop Clouds
resources to form a Cloud. The resources range from
PCs to servers, etc., each of them is called a Cloud node.
A node can join the Cloud when it becomes idle. This
scenario is motivated by Condor [11]. Users in Desktop
Cloud submit their request to acquire services with the
requirements stated in the service level agreement
between a client and the Cloud interface. The requests
are processed in the virtualisation layer on top of Cloud
physical nodes. The virtualisation isolates the guest
operating system from the host physical machine. The
isolation improves security and prevents unauthorised
access between two parties.
Another scenario that can be considered is a
universal Desktop Cloud, which allows people to
contribute their own computing resources to be used by
Cloud clients [12]. This example can be considered as
public Desktop Cloud. The people are asked to
contribute their machines in order to form a Desktop
Cloud. People can be stimulated to participate in
Desktop Cloud to serve science within research
communities.
Table 1: Desktop Cloud vs. Traditional Cloud
Feature
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Desktop
Cloud

Traditional
Cloud

Elasticity

√

√

Virtualisation

√

√

Idle Resources

√

X

Ease of Use

√

√
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et al. [15] show that an attacker can uncover the actual
location of a particular virtual machine (VM). Then, a
cross-VM side channel attack can reveal critical
information about the targeted VM by placing a
malicious VM on the same physical machine. More
worries arise in Desktop Clouds where both consumers
and contributors are from the public. Therefore, security
can be a major issue in this context. In addition to the
previous threats presented in the cloud, both consumers
and contributors take on risk themselves when they join
a Desktop Cloud. A contributor can put his own data at
risk by allowing access to a virtual image located in his
machine. Likewise, consumers are vulnerable to
malicious contributors. Nodes in Desktop Cloud are
more likely to be vulnerable to outside attacks due to
weaknesses in local antivirus software and firewalls.
Virtualisation can be vital in order to isolate the host
completely from guest operating systems, and thus
preventing any unwanted access from either party. Trust
mechanisms can be employed in this matter. For
example, a Desktop Cloud can maintain a behaviour
table which contains information about both consumers
and contributors. The table can be used to decide which
parties are trustworthy enough to join the cloud.
Furthermore, Desktop Clouds should rely on
autonomous mechanisms, such as sandbox or
certification, in order to prevent various attacks from
participants [16].
Resources in Desktop Clouds are highly
heterogeneous, and managing them therefore can be
considered problematic. Virtualisation plays a key role
in Desktop Clouds because it virtualises contributed
resources and delivers them to users as VMs. Desktop
Clouds face a challenge of developing a resource
allocation mechanism that is able to: a) manage nondedicated, heterogeneous resources, b) deliver a
virtualized machine to upper level in Desktop Clouds
and c) work closely with users’ tasks in order to find
most suitable nodes for each request.
It has been pointed out that lacking central
management in Desktop Clouds cause a major issue in
terms of reliability and state maintenance in case of
failures [17]. The infrastructure of Desktop Cloud is
consisted of nodes that are highly volatile. Therefore,
fault recovery mechanisms are crucial in order to
improve reliability in this environment [18]. In addition,
Desktop Clouds require means to interact with other
clouds for data migration or to gain extra computing
resources [8].
Desktop Clouds are expected to offer services at a
low level of reliability and availability due to the fact
that they depend on unreliable volunteered resources,
which can join or leave the cloud without prior
knowledge for various reasons [5]. Availability of
individual nodes is considered a primary issue in
Desktop Clouds [18]. For example, it is estimated that

2.1 Desktop Clouds vs. Related Systems
This subsection explains further the model of Desktop
Clouds by comparing it with related areas: Traditional
Clouds and Desktop Grids. There are some differences
between Desktop Cloud and Traditional Clouds as
shown in Table 1. The meaning of Elasticity is that
consumers can acquire computing services and scale
them up or down according to their needs. Both
Traditional Cloud and Desktop Cloud rely heavily on
virtualisation. Furthermore, the infrastructure of
Desktop Cloud is made of resources that are not
dedicated as nodes in the Cloud infrastructure. In the
contrary, the infrastructure of Traditional Cloud is made
of a huge number of dedicated computing resources. The
ease of use principle means that users can use a specific
service without making a lot of changes to their work.
Both Traditional Clouds and Desktop Clouds let their
users harness services without making significant
changes to their code.
Table 2: Desktop Cloud vs. Desktop Grid
Feature

Desktop Cloud

Desktop Grid

Elasticity

√

X

Virtualisation

√

X

Idle Resources

√

√

Ease of Use

√

X

Desktop Clouds may be confused with Desktop
Grids because they both rely on similar infrastructure.
Table 2 shows a comparison between Desktop Cloud
and Desktop Grid. Both computing models serve the
same goal that aims at employing idle computing
resources which can be denoted by the public or limited
only to resources within an organisation. Virtualisation
is not employed in Desktop Grids. People who wish to
contribute their computing machines need to install a
specific software in order to join a Desktop Grid.
Furthermore, users in Desktop Grids need to know in
depth about the structure of a Desktop Grid system. Such
notation violates the feature of elasticity [13].

2.2 Research Challenges
This section discusses several research issues that need
further attention. These research challenges are security,
resource management and node failures. Some of these
challenges are inherited from Cloud computing, while
others are driven by the nature of the employed
resources being highly volatile.
Security is one of the major concerns that prevent
organisations from moving to the cloud [14]. Ristenpart
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resource unavailability can reach up to 50% in volunteer
projects [19]. Availability of each individual node can
affect the service quality. Andrzejak et al. [20] propose
a technique to predict the availability of a group of high
volatility resources.

desktop Grids [25]. Such statistical model can help in
predicting availability of machines in order to improve
source selection mechanisms as mentioned in [24]. The
case in Desktop Clouds is different because the number
of failures matters more than the availability time of
resources. A failure of node causes that all hosted VMs
in the node fail.

2.3 Failure Study
We study, in this subsection, further the failure of nodes
in traditional clouds because it can help in assessing the
impact of failures on Desktop Clouds. However, to the
best of our knowledge, there is no actual Desktop Cloud
system available to analyze failures over there. As a
result, we study SETI@home Desktop Grid instead,
because a Desktop Cloud can use the infrastructure of a
Desktop Grid, as mentioned in subsection 2.1. The logs
of nodes of SETI@home can be collected from the
Failure Trace Archive (FTA).
The FTA is a repository, which is available online,
containing traces of several distributed and parallel
systems [21]. The archive includes a wide range of traces
for several distributed systems, including Grid
computing, High Performance Computing, Desktop Grid
and peer-to-peer systems. Each system’s archive
contains timestamp events that are recorded periodically
for each node of the system. Each event refers to the state
of the associated node. For example, a state of an event
can be unavailable, and this means that this node is down
at the given timestamp of the event. Two event states are
considered node failure in this study. The event states, in
the FTA, are unavailable and failure states.
The files of SETI@home were collected from the
University of Notre Dame. The FTA has a large pool of
resource (more than 200 thousand nodes) that have been
run for one-year period in 2008/09 [22]. The nodes in
SETI@home are highly heterogeneous because most of
these computing nodes are denoted by the public over
the Internet. A random sample of 875 nodes has been
selected from SETI@home FTA for six months. We
calculated the average percentage failure of
SETI@home’s nodes on every hour basis. Such study
can help in evaluating the behaviour of VM
mechanisms. The failure percentage is calculated as
shown in equation 1:
∑(𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑑𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠)ℎ ∗ 100
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠

Hours

4320

Mean

13.67 %

Median

12.47 %

Std. Deviation

5.84

Minimum

3.43 %

Maximum

76.77 %

Table 3 shows a summary of 4320 hours (6 months
* 30 days * 24 = 4320 hours). On average, about 14% of
nodes fail per hour. Failure in this context can involve a
node leaving the system. Figure 3 shows an average
hourly failure percentage in 24 hour-period for analysis
of 6 months period of SETI@home nodes. The sixmonth period is divided into days, which makes it 180
day. The period is set to 24 hours because this is the
running time set for our experiments. Hour 1 recorded
the highest failure percentages at about 21.15% while
Hour 9 was the lowest at about 9.7%. These figures can
express that failure events in Desktop Clouds are norms
rather than exceptions.
30
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𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒(ℎ) =

Table 3: SETI@home failure summary

Hour

Figure 2: SETI@home Average Failure Percentage
(1)

2.4 Evaluation Metrics
Although the archive provides traces of the
behaviour of nodes, it needs some analysis to calculate
the failure events. Several papers in the literature studied
the failure events in the FTA archive such as
[23][24][25]. The literature shows that the focus is on
the availability behaviour of nodes. The availability
means that the time of a specific machine remains
available. Studying the behaviour of machines can yield
in discovering statistical models of availability in

The outcome of a Cloud system can be measured by
different metrics according to the perspective. For
example, Cloud brokers and customer are interested in
the performance and cost aspects, such as response time,
down time, etc. [26]. From the prospective of service
providers, it is crucial to reduce the running costs. This
can be achieved by employing techniques and
mechanisms to reduce power consumed by the nodes in
18
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the infrastructure level [27]. In our work, we considered
three metrics that can be used to evaluate VM allocation
mechanism employed in a Desktop Clouds. VM
allocation mechanism is the process of allocating a VM
to a PM.
The proposed metrics in this research are throughput,
power consumption and availability. The throughput
metric measures the number of successfully completed
tasks st that are submitted by clients out of the total
number of submitted tasks tt [28]. It is important to
consider the throughout output in the presence of node
failures.
Throughput is calculated as shown in
Equation 2:
𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ𝑝𝑢𝑡 =

∑𝑠𝑡 ∗ 100
𝑡𝑡

same PM to improve utilisation of resources [30]. The
RoundRobin mechanism allocates to each PM the same
number of VMs. The Random mechanism allocates
VMs randomly to PMs [31]. These mechanisms are
choosed because they are implemented in open source
Cloud management platforms, such as Eucalyptus [20],
OpenNebula [21] and Nimbus [22].

3.1 DesktopCloudSim
DesktopCloudSim is an extension tool for CloudSim
developed to simulate failure events happening in the
infrastructure level in Cloud computing. CloudSim is a
Java-based discrete event simulation toolkit designed to
simulate Cloud computing [32]. Although CloudSim is
widely used by researchers to study various issues in
Cloud computing, the tool lacks some important
features. Performance variations of VMs are not
simulated in CloudSim when they process tasks [33].
CloudSim does not simulate service failures in the
service layer [34]. Furthermore, CloudSim lacks the
ability to simulate dynamic interaction of nodes in the
infrastructure
level.
CloudSim allows
static
configuration of nodes which remain unchanged during
run time. Finally, node failures are not included in
CloudSim tool. DesktopCloudSim enables the
simulation of dynamic nodes and node failures.

(2)

Power consumption is the amount of energy p that
consumed by each node in the infrastructure layer of a
Cloud system. It is measured by Kilo Watt per hour
(kWh). The metric of power consumption is given as
shown in Equation 3:
𝑛

𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = ∑ 𝑝(𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑖 )

(3)

𝑖=0

The last metric measures that how much resource
computing power is available to serve new requests. The
failure of nodes affects the availability of Desktop
Clouds. A question can be raised in this context of about
whether the employed VM allocation mechanism can
help in reducing this effect. Each available node’s
computing power is avl while the total computing power
is tot.cp. The availability is calculated as shown in
Equation 4:
𝑎𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 =

∑ 𝑎𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠
𝑡𝑜𝑡. 𝑐𝑝

3.2 Experiment Setting
The experiment is run for 180 times, each run time
represents a simulation of a day running of SETI@home
nodes i.e. on a daily basis. Each VM allocation
mechanism is run for 180 times representing traces of 6
months collected from the FTA. The run time set to one
day because the FTA provides a daily trace for
SETI@home nodes as discussed in subsection 2.3.
There are two input data sets augmented to
DesktopCloudSim. The first is the FTA files to simulate
nodes in the infrastructure along with failure event
times. The second input data set is a workload
representing the tasks submitted by users to be processed
in VMs. The workload was collected from the PlanetLab
archive. The archive provides traces of real live
applications submitted to the PlanetLab infrastructure
[35]. One day workload was retrieved randomly as input
data in this experiment. The workload input remains the
same during all the experiment runs because the aim of
this experiment is to study the impact of node failures on
throughput of Desktop Clouds.
The FTA files provide the number and IDs of nodes.
However, the specifications of nodes are missing from
the archive. As a result, the specifications are set
randomly for physical machines. The missing
specifications are technical specifications, such as CPU
power, RAM size and hard disk size. The number of

(4)

3 EXPERIMENT
The experiment is conducted to study the impact of node
failures on Desktop Clouds. Four VM allocation
mechanisms are evaluated using DesktopCloudSim
simulation tool. The tool is used to simulate public
Desktop Clouds based on SETI@home FTA.VM
allocation mechanism is the process of allocation VMs
by Cloud’s users to physical machines (PMs). It also
involves the process of migrating VMs between PMs
during run time.
The tested mechanisms are FCES (first come first
serve), Greedy, RoundRobin and Random mechanisms.
The FCFS mechanism allocates a VM to the first
available PM that can accommodate it [29]. Greedy
mechanism allocates as many VMs as possible to the
19
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requested VM instances is 700 instances run for 24
hours. VM instances are classified into: micro, small,
medium and large VM types as offered by Amazon EC2.
Each VM instance receives equally a series of tasks to
process for a given workload.
If a node fails, in the experiment, then all hosted
VMs will be destroyed. The destruction of a VM causes
all running tasks on the VM to be set as failing. The lost
VM is restart again and allocated to another PM to
process tasks. The simulation is run on a Mac i27 (CPU
= 2.7 GHz Intel Core i5, 8 GB MHz DDR3) running OS
X 10.9.4. The results were analysed using IBM SPSS
Statistics v21 software.

Note that 6 tests required to compare 6 pairs of
mechanisms: FCFS vs. Greedy, FCFS vs. RoundRobin,
FCFS vs. Random, Greedy vs. RoundRobin, Greedy vs.
Random and RoundRobin vs. Random. The level of
significance was set to 0.008 using Bonferroni
correction method [36] because there were 6 post-hoc
tests required (.05/6 ≈ .008). The tests showed that there
are statistically significant differences between all pairs
except between the FCFS vs. Greedy mechanisms
because the test showed that the difference was not
statistically significant, as Table 5 shows. However, this
does not affect the overall finding: The Random
mechanism is the best with median of about 81%. It is
worth mentioning that the difference between all
mechanisms is very little by about 3% only.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table 5: Pairwise comparisons using Wilcoxon tests
for throughput metric

The experiment was conducted to compare four VM
allocation mechanisms: FCFS, Greedy, RoundRobin
and Random mechanisms to study the impact of node
failures. The mechanisms are evaluated using metrics
proposed in subsection 2.4. Each evaluation metric is
analysed separately in a different section. Each section
reports the results of a public Cloud (represented by
SETI@home data set).

Pairwise mechanism
comparison

4.1 Throughput
Table 4 shows a summary of descriptive results obtained
when measuring the throughput metric for each VM
allocation mechanism for SETI@home Cloud. N in the
table means that the number of days which is 180 days
representing a six-month period. Kolmogorov-Smirnov
(K-S) test of normality shows that the normality
assumption was not satisfied because Greedy
mechanism is statistically significantly non-normal, 𝑃 <
.05. Therefore, the non-parametric test Friedman’s
ANOVA was used to test which mechanism can yield
better throughput. Friedman’s ANOVA test confirms
that throughput varies statistically significantly from
one mechanism to another, 𝑋𝐹2 (3) = 269.06, 𝑃 <
.001. Mean, median, variance and standard deviations
are reported in Table 4.

N

Mean
(%)

Median
(%)

Var.

St.
Dev.

FCFS

180

78.62

79.81

18.59

4.31

Greedy

180

78.4

78.52

14.78

3.84

RoundRobin

180

77.1

77.67

14.79

3.85

Random

180

80.24

80.82

11.79

3.43

FCFS vs. Greedy

P >.008

FCFS vs. RoundRobin

P < .008

FCFS vs. Random

P < .008

Greedy vs. RoundRobin

P < .008

Greedy vs. Random

P < .008

RoundRobin vs. Random

P < .008

4.2 Power Consumption
This section evaluates the FCFS, Greedy, RoundRobin
and Random mechanisms in terms of power consumed
by nodes in the Cloud. Both Greedy and Random
mechanisms are statistically significantly non-normally
distributed, 𝑃 < .05. Therefore Friedman’s ANOVA
test was applied to test if there is a statistically
significant difference between the rests. The test showed
that there is indeed a statistically significant difference,
𝑋𝐹2 (3) = 540, 𝑃 < .001. The mean, median, variance
and standard deviation is reported in Table 6.

Table 4: Throughput metric results
Mechanism

Wilcoxon test

Table 6: Power consumption metric results
N

Mean
(kWh)

Median
(kWh)

Va.

St.
Dev.

FCFS

180

507

506

131.85

11.48

Greedy

180

694

696

614.7

24.79

RoundRobin

180

2217

2215

2185

46.74

Random

180

1533

1534

3263

57.12

Mechanism

Six Wilcoxon pairwise comparison tests were used
to find out the mechanism with the highest throughput.
20
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Pairwise comparison tests were conducted to find
out which mechanism is better in terms of power
consumption, as in Table 7. There are statistically
significant differences between the tested pairs’
mechanisms. The FCFS mechanism consumes less
power than other mechanisms, median = 506 kWh. In
addition, Greedy mechanism comes second while the
Random and RoundRobin come third and fourth
respectively.

comparisons using Paired T-test were conducted. Table
9 gives the results of these tests, which shows that there
are significant differences between node availability for
each VM mechanism. Therefore, it can be said that
Greedy mechanism has the highest availability when it
was used in a public Cloud.
Table 9: Pairwise comparisons using paired
T-tests for availability metric
Pairwise mechanism
comparison

Table 7: Pairwise comparisons using Wilcoxon tests
for power consumption metric

Paired T-test

Paired-samples T
test

FCFS vs. Greedy

P < .008

FCFS vs. RoundRobin

P < .008

FCFS vs. Greedy

P < .008

FCFS vs. Random

P < .008

FCFS vs. RoundRobin

P < .008

Greedy vs. RoundRobin

P < .008

FCFS vs. Random

P < .008

Greedy vs. Random

P < .008

Greedy vs. RoundRobin

P < .008

RoundRobin vs. Random

P < .008

Greedy vs. Random

P < .008

RoundRobin vs. Random

P < .008

Pairwise mechanism
comparison

4.4 Summary
Table 10 summarises experiment findings of which VM
allocation mechanism yields best results in the sight of
three metrics: throughput, power consumption and
availability. The Random mechanism is the best in terms
of throughput. The FCFS mechanism consumes least
power in a public Cloud. The Greedy mechanism was
the best in terms of node availability.

4.3 Availability
Table 8 shows mean, median, variance and standard
deviations results obtained when measuring the
availability metric for each VM allocation mechanism in
SETI@home Cloud. Kolmogorov-Smirnov test of
normality yields that the results of mechanisms are
normally distributed, P > .05. Mauchly’s test indicated
that the assumption of sphericity had been violated
𝑥 2 (5) = 58.57, 𝑝 < .05. Therefore, the degree of
freedom was corrected by Greenhouse-Geisser [36]
estimates of sphericity (𝜀 = .82). The test shows power
consumed by Clouds’ nodes was significantly affected
by the employed VM allocation mechanism,
F(2.45, 438.65) = 8265.29, p < .05.

Table 10: Best mechanism in each metric
Metric
Throughput
Power consumption
Availability

N

Mean
(%)

FCFS

180

91.81

91.8

.06

.23

Greedy

180

92.59

92.6

.1

.31

RoundRobin 180

88.83

88.84

.1

.31

Random

88.67

88.65

.12

.34

180

Median
Va.
(%)

Random
FCFS
Greedy

The Random mechanism allocates VM randomly
which makes it difficult to reason why it behaves the
best. However, approximate one fifth of the submitted
tasks are not successfully completed. Such a figure
demonstrates the importance of developing a
fault-tolerant mechanism for Desktop Clouds. Both the
FCFS and Greedy mechanisms are efficient in terms of
power consumption because they try to improve
utilisation. For Availability of resources, Greedy
mechanism beats other mechanism by about 3.14%.
This shows that VM allocation mechanisms play a very
small roll in terms of improving availability. We can
conclude that the impact of an average of node failure at
about 14% on throughput is about 19% of tasks failed.

Table 8: Availability metric results
Mechanism

VM mechanism

St.
Dev.

The repeated ANOVA test showed that the
availability varies significantly. Several pairwise
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the 2009 conference on Hot topics in cloud
computing, 2009.

5 CONCLUSION
Desktop Cloud has approached as being an alternative
solution to provide capabilities of Cloud using
infrastructure that is made of normal computer PCs and
laptops. Such computing resources can join the Cloud
when they become idle. Desktop Cloud can be used to
reduce costs of exploiting Cloud services. However,
such benefits come with a negative impact of the
outcome of Desktop Cloud as a result of node failures.
The study of failures conducted in this paper shows that
the failure of node is quite high.
This paper has evaluated the impact of node failures
using three metrics: throughput, power consumption and
availability. Throughput is a metric to measure the
number of success rate of tasks submitted by clients. The
power consumed by each node in the Cloud is measured
via power consumption metric. Availability metric
measures the percentage of available computing
resources ready to serve new requests.
The experiment has been conducted on
DesktopCloudSim, which is a simulation extension for
CloudSim tool to enable simulation of node failures.
Four VM allocation were evaluated: FCFS, Greedy,
RoundRobin and Random mechanisms. The node
failures are simulated based on traces files collected
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